OFFICIAL BALLOT

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:

To vote, completely fill in the circles next to your choice(s) like this: ●

1. FEDERAL OFFICES
   • PRESIDENT AND
   • VICE PRESIDENT

   • JOHN MCCAIN
   • SARAH PALIN

   • CONSTITUTIONAL
   • AMENDMENT

   • THOMAS JENNETTE
   • GREGORY SMITH

   • RODGAR CALHOUN
   • ALVIN HICKEN

   • RALPH HAYES
   • MATT GALLAGHER

   • BOB BARNETT
   • WALTER ROY

   • CHUCK BROWN
   • DARRELL DAVIS

   • U. S. SENATOR
   • REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 1
   • CITY COUNCIL
   • MAYOR

   • JENNIFER SMITH
   • STEVE ANDERSON

   • JAYE CAMPBELL
   • JOHN G. SPRINGER

   • JOE SMITH
   • VERNON SPOON

   • COUNCIL MEMBER
   • CITY OF SEABRENN

   • CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
   • VENDY NOLAND

   • SHELTON SHIPOPO
   • PAT O'BRIEN

   • DAVE ROY
   • GEORGE H. THOMAS

   • RONALD WRIGHT

   • NO

   • COUNTY COMMISSIONER

   • RACHEL LEONARD

   • SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR

   • DOUGLAS HUGHES

   • ANNE HICKMAN

   • ROBERT R. HICKMAN

   • SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR

   • DOUGLAS MCWILLIAMS

   • CITY OF SEABRENN

   • CITY OF SEABRENN

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

   • SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER

   • JOHN L. KUSTER

   • YOLANDA RYAN

   • ANNA R. MILLER

   • JUANITA HENRY

   • RON FABIAN

   • RALPH WRIGHT

   • RUSSELL PETERS

STUDENT ASSESSOR

   • JAY HICKMAN

   • ALVIN WICKER

   • RUSSELL HICKMAN

   • VOTE FOR ONE

   • CITY OF SEABRENN

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT